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ABSTRACT

We present TMotion, a self-contained 3D input that enables
spatial interactions around mobile device using a magnetic
sensing technique. We embed a permanent magnet and an
inertial measurement unit (IMU) in a stylus. When the stylus moves around the mobile device, we obtain a continuous
magnetometer readings. By numerically solving non-linear
magnetic field equations with known orientation from IMU,
we achieve 3D position tracking with update rate greater than
30Hz. Our experiments evaluated the position tracking accuracy, showing an average error of 4.55mm in the space
of 80mm⇥120mm⇥100mm. Furthermore, the experiments
confirmed the tracking robustness against orientations and
dynamic tracings. In task evaluations, we verified the tracking
and targeting performance in spatial interactions with users.
We demonstrate example applications that highlight TMotion’s interaction capability.

Figure 1. TMotion enables a real-time 3D position tracking using embedded permanent magnet and IMU with existing mobile device. TMotion provides interaction spaces above and behind the device while supporting discrete and continuous interactions.
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enlarge the interaction space. Inspired from these works, we
develop a real-time 3D position tracking technique, which enables rich spatial mobile input.
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Acquiring input data from 3D mobile space has been investigated through vision and magnet-based techniques. Recent
work shows mid-air gesture-based interaction using a depth
camera [9]. Occlusion and lighting condition still limit the
use of vision-based techniques in mobile environments. On
the other hand, the magnetic sensing techniques which are
free from occlusion and different light conditions have also
been investigated [8, 19]. Although these works show high
2D/3D tracking accuracy in real-time operation, they still require either a desktop computation, or extensive modifications on the mobile device.

INTRODUCTION

Recent developments in smartphone displays and sensors
have resulted in enhanced visual experiences such as mobile
augmented (AR) and virtual reality (VR) [10, 22]. To support
these 3D interfaces, previous study suggested on providing a
natural correspondence like human motion in 3D space from
the input device [12]. 3D input method also offers more intuitive and quicker way to interact with 3D interfaces [25].
To this extent, researchers have proposed an around-device
mobile interaction [6]. It frees a physical boundary limited
by mobile device screens and incorporates surrounding 3D
space as an interaction space. Recent works employ 2D tracking [13] and event-based discrete inputs [15] in 3D space to

In our work, TMotion enables the mobile device to track a
stylus embedded with a magnet and an IMU. Specifically, the
algorithm calculates the magnet’s position relative to the mobile based on the magnetic field vector and the orientation of
the embedded magnet. We achieve a 3D position tracking
rate greater than 30Hz possibly with mobile device. As a 3D
mobile input, TMotion supports continuous/discontinuous interactions in above/behind device spaces. Our contributions
include the following:
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• A novel sensing technique providing a real-time position
tracking as 3D mobile input
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• An analysis of experiments and task evaluations including
tracking and targeting accuracy using TMotion

scalability and practicability as a stand-alone input technique
for the mobile device. TMotion provides a real-time tracking
with a larger interaction volume solely based on the existing
components of the mobile device.

• Demonstration of example applications exploring embedded continuous/discrete interactions in expanded spaces.

Embedded Interface with Smart Stylus

RELATED WORK

Emerging smartphone, tablet and laptop equipped with smart
styli enabling new input metaphors [20, 24]. Different aspects
of the stylus have been studied including palm rejection [1],
grip-based input [26], cross-device interaction [14], and highresolution pressure sensing [21]. These approaches focus on
either improving the digital pen experience more toward pen
& paper interaction or enhancing the 2D user interface. On
the other hand, we develop spatial and physical interactions
enabled by our technique to expand the interaction space by
providing 3D tracking. Respectively, we demonstrate applications where users perform discrete/continuous interactions
in above/behind device spaces.

TMotion draws its inspiration from around-device interaction, position tracking using magnetic sensing technique, and
embedded interface with smart stylus. We describe key works
in these fields that formulate our work.
Around Device Interaction

Around-device interaction using 3D space has been explored
with different set of sensing techniques while achieving
equivalent performance with touch input [16]. Optical and
vision based sensing techniques including depth cameras, IR
proximity, and RGB camera are exploited to augment the
general interaction with mobile device [9, 6, 27]. However, these techniques require on the line-of-sight view of
hand/interaction medium which limit the interaction space
within the range of camera or optical sensor. In our work,
we adopt a magnetic sensing technique to encompass a full
3D volume around the mobile device.

POSITION TRACKING PRINCIPLE & ALGORITHM

2D and 3D position tracking using multiple magnetic sensors
have been explored [8, 11, 19]. However, they require either hardware modification or desktop computation. In this
section, we introduce the background knowledge of the magnetic field sensing and our novel approach.

Around-device interaction with magnetic sensing has been investigated. Abracadabra and Nenya demonstrated 1D and 2D
tracking techniques based on a single magnetometer to showcase the potential of magnet sensing as an input metaphor [2,
13]. In a similar manner, later works introduce the use of
magnetic sensing to achieve delicate and rich mobile interactions [4, 7, 15, 17]. However, these works still focus on
retrieving discrete gesture inputs or 2D position tracking for
symbolic interactions. We focus on embedding 3D tracking
through which user’s embodied motions are projected into intended interaction directly.

From the magnetism theory, 3D position of the permanent
magnet in the magnetic sensor oriented space (F mobile ) can
be solved using the following equation

H(r) =

K
r3

3r(m · r)
r2

m , r = |r|, K =

M
4⇡

(1)

Here, H refers to the magnetic field vectors, M denotes for the
magnetic moment, m is the directional vector of the magnet,
and r is the location vector of magnet relative to the sensor.
With known m, M, and H, r can be solved.

Position Tracking Using Magnetic Sensing Technique

We assume magnet is located at (x, y, z) resulting in r to
be ( x, y, z). The directional unit vector of magnet

Magnetic sensing has been explored extensively for position
tracking. Polhemus and Sixense both provide highly accurate
3D position tracking system in a large space [18, 23]. However, these approaches use an active magnetic source which
requires the user to stay within the range of set-up space, thus
not applicable for mobile usage scenario. To address this issue while supporting collaborative setting, recent works investigate on tracking multiple magnetic tokens using electromagnets [31] and spinning permanent magnets [4]. Although
their methods support tracking of multiple tokens, our approach focuses on providing precise 3D tracking to augment
around device interaction for a single user.
Passive magnetic source has been adopted to accomplish 3D
mobile input. GaussSense provides a magnet tracking system
with 192 Hall-effect sensors embedded board [19]. However,
the sensor board should be installed at the back of the device and only supports near-surface tracking (within 20mm).
uTrack implements 3D position tracking of a permanent magnet using two magnetometers. It supports an accurate 3D inputs for wearables application [8]. As discussed by the authors, however, it still requires a desktop computation due to
the extensive search algorithm. The heavy computation limits

Figure 2. Magnetic vector (H) is generated by magnet. Magnetic directional vector from TMotion (M ) is transformed to mobile’s frame (M 0 ).
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is (Mx ,My ,Mz ). We perform space transformation from IMU
space (F IM U ) to mobile space (F mobile ). Figure 2 illustrates
the transformation of the directional unit vectors (M) from
TMotion to the mobile space (M0 ). Thus, Eq. (1) can be dissected into the following three scalar nonlinear equations.
Hx
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range borderline. To compensate this issue, we simply apply
thresholding to pass valid sensor readings to the numerical
solver. With the mitigation, we do not observe computation
failure during continuous motion within the interaction volume.

⇤

In our work, we adopt a 9 degrees-of-freedom (DOF) IMU to
disambiguate the unknown orientations which enables realtime mobile 3D tracking using a single magnetometer. Thus,
we achieve a stand-alone mobile input which performs in a
real-time and can be used with an unmodified mobile device.
This approach distinguishes us from related works [8, 19].
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IMPLEMENTATION

1. Input orientations from IMU (M) and magnetometer readings from phone’s magnetometer (H) to the system.

Figure 4 illustrates our prototype in detail. The diameter
and the length of the prototype are 10mm and 170mm respectively. The prototype can hold multiple form factors to
support embedded magnets of various orientation and size.
While the stylus form is assumed to offer better comfort
on and above device interaction, the wand design is considered to provide better comfort for behind device interaction. The conductive rubber is placed at the stylus tip to
support conventional touch input. In our demonstration, we
use a cylinder-shaped, N42 grade, neodymium magnet with
3.2x11mm in diameter and length respectively.

2. Apply space transformation to calculate orientation (M0 ) in
the mobile space (F mobile )
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By taking known orientations from attached IMU (M) and 3axis magnetometer readings (H) from a mobile device as inputs, we employ Newton’s method (Eq. 3) to solve nonlinear
Eq. 2. Figure 3 illustrates the system flow of our technique:

For orientation, we use Sparkfun’s 9DOF sensor stick which
comprises of gyroscope (Invensense ITG-3200), magnetometer (Honeywell HMC5883L), and accelerometer (Analog Devices ADXL345). These sensors meet the technical requirement including sensing range and resolution. To avoid
the magnetometer saturation, we configure the sensor stick
and the embedded magnet in distinct locations (>5cm) in
our prototype. Furthermore, we adopt an one-time calibration including scaling each axis value relative to the gravity (accelerometer), subtracting offset reading (gyroscope)
and soft+hard iron calibration (magnetometer) [5]. The initial calibration process ensures the functionality of the IMU
regardless of the embedded permanent magnet. The microcontroller integrated with a Bluetooth 4.0 Low Energy (BLE)
module (ATmega32U4, Nordic nRF8001) captures and transmits analog readings from sensors to the smartphone wirelessly. We use a 110mAh battery which provides 6 hours of

3. Apply Newton’s Method to solve nonlinear equations (Eq. 2). If it fails to converge (e<10 7 ) within 15
iterations (i) or diverges (e>103 ) at any time, returns to
the beginning to process new input signals.
4. On successful computation, updates an initial value with a
new root (x, y, z) and apply transformation (Eq. 4) to the
root (x, y, z) for deriving the tip position (xt , yt , zt ).
Our approach enables a faster computation since we conduct the numerical solving once with known orientations
from IMU. Whereas [8] requires multiple iterations of solving
equations for the exhaustive searching. In preliminary work,
we observe that the position tracking succeeds when the prototype operates within 160mm ⇥ 160mm ⇥ 200mm volume
around the mobile device. The limited sensing range is due
to the fact that the magnet strength is inversely proportional
to the cubic distance to the magnetometer. Newton’s method
fails to converge occasionally due to mismatched pair of inputs (IMU orientation & mobile’s magnetometer reading).
The mismatches are potentially caused by the low signal to
noise ratio when the permanent magnet locates at the tracking

Figure 3. Tracking algorithm finds magnet’s position through numerical solver and performs transformation to output the tip position. With
known orientations, exhaustive search is not required.

Figure 4. TMotion prototype and breakdown of its components. Permanent magnet and 9DOF-IMU are embedded for 3D position tracking.
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Figure 5. Tracking accuracy is tested in three heights a) 10mm, b) 50mm, and c) 100mm using TMotion. The grayscale indicates the Euclidean distance
between the ground truth and our tracking. Origin of the graph represents the center of the magnetometer from mobile device’s side. The mean error
is 4.55mm in the volume that covers the 5.500 smartphone, 80mm (x-axis) ⇥ 120mm (y-axis) ⇥ 100mm (z-axis)

active operation with peak performance. For capacitive sensing, we inkjet-printed a sheet of electrodes using AgIC ink
while processing capacitive proximity through MPR121.
We formed a self-contained setup using LG Optimus G Pro
smartphone (1.7GHz quad-core with 2GB RAM). We were
unable to retrieve the location of the embedded magnetometer from vendor’s manual, and that necessitates an additional
magnetometer attachment on the mobile. Here, we added a
single HMC5883L with a microcontroller at the back of the
phone using On-The-Go cable. Evidently, given the accurate
sensor placement information of the mobile device, we need
no such modification.

Figure 6. Visualization of the shape tracing at 50mm above the device.

magnetometer’s center, with a total number of 24300 data
points (100 readings x 81 intersections x 3 heights).

Software

To further investigate the effect of the different orientations, we rotated the prototype around a set of fixed points
for (1) normal usage range (<60 ) and (2) steeper tilt angles (60⇠90 ). A total of 5000 data points were captured at
five fixed points [0,0],[-50,-50],[-50,50],[50,-50],[50,50] with
z=50mm. At last, we traced the printed shapes on the testing
jig which were assumed to be our ground truth. We repeatedly traced each shape for 40s and captured more than 1000
data points.

The orientation of the prototype is computed using Direction
Cosine Matrix algorithm for fast and stable performance during dynamic motion. The microcontroller streams calculated
Euler angles and capacitive touch sensor values (15 bytes
in total) through the BLE module (45⇠50Hz). With the
streamed mobile’s magnetometer data (75Hz), we update the
tip position from the latest computation. In our test setup,
each numerical computation takes between 1⇠8ms (3ms in
average), which results in overall tracking rate of >30Hz. In
the example applications, we adopted Kalman filter to smooth
the raw data. For capacitive sensing, we set threshold value
to detect the tap gesture. The system requires an initial calibration to compensate noises from the geomagnetic field. We
subtract average magnetometer readings before the prototype
gets into the interaction volume.

Results

Figure 5 illustrates the Euclidean distance between our readings and the ground truth at each point. In a total volume with 160mm(W)⇥160mm(H)⇥100mm(D), an average
error is 6.27mm ( = 4.56mm). The errors are mainly
caused by the environmental magnetic field noises as the
prototype moves away from the sensor similar to previous
works [8, 13]. If we narrow down to an interaction space
of 80mm(W)⇥120mm(H)⇥100mm(D) which still encapsulates the 5.500 smartphone, the error significantly reduces to
the 4.55mm ( = 2.6mm). It is also noticeable that the tracking shows more errors near the center at z = 10mm than at
z = 50mm. Such inconsistency is caused by the saturated
magnetometer readings when the magnet approaches the center at z = 10mm due to the strong magnet strength. For later
task evaluations and applications, we adopt a height range of
10⇠100mm as our interaction space.

TRACKING ACCURACY EXPERIMENT

To find out the tracking performance of TMotion, we have
conducted three experiments: tracking accuracy in different
1) heights, 2) orientations, and 3) tracings. We measured
accuracy performance by comparing Euclidean distance between a physical ground truth and computed positions. We
set a plastic shelf (160mm⇥160mm) covered with a grid paper (20mm space in both x and y directions). We adjusted the
height of the shelf with a set of blocks to test the prototype in
heights of 10, 50, and 100mm above the mobile device. We
placed the prototype’s tip on each grid intersection point with
normal usage orientations (0⇠60 ) and recorded 100 readings
at each point. The overall testing volume was 160mm (xaxis), 160mm (y-axis), and 10⇠100mm (z-axis) about the

We carried out experiments to test performance variations during different orientations and dynamic tracings.
For normal usage orientation (<60 ), the mean error was
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Table 1. Errors in measurements of using TMotion by users (in mm).

Figure 7. Evaluation task setup: (a) given physical object for measurement, (b) participant measures length of the object (Task 1) and (c) Participant navigates along z-axis for targeting task (Task 2).

verifies the consistency of tracking performance while interacting with physical objects. We also want to highlight that
users showed favors in the easiness of performing the spatialtangible measurement in their feedbacks. All participants required less than 1 minute of training before the test.

µ = 5.66mm ( = 3.33mm). The steeper orientation
(60 ⇠90 ) showed no significant increase in the mean error
(µ = 6.13mm, = 3.05mm). Thus, our tracking technique
performs uniformly regardless of tilt angles. For tracing, we
came up with a visual inspection of traced data points to confirm the dynamic performance of our tracking. As shown
in Figure 6, the tracking performance does not degrade significantly comparing with previous results. The tracing results still form a shape similar to the ground truth and the
z-direction tracking deviates within ±1.5mm.

Task2: Targeting accuracy above mobile device

In Task 2, we evaluated the participant’s targeting controllability above the mobile device space with TMotion. The
pointing task using finger and stylus showed similar performances in 2D scenario [3]. With regard to 3D interactions, recent work investigated on design guidance for finger input in
mid-air space above the device [28]. From human ergonomic
perspective, the result shows that 20mm is a minimum layer
thickness necessary for targeting in the mid-air. Comparatively, our evaluation aims to verify whether the targeting performance using TMotion (stylus form) is similar to [28].

TASK EVALUATIONS

For further verification of using TMotion as an embedded
3D mobile input, we conducted two task evaluations with
the same test set-up from previous experiments. We carried
out evaluation tasks to investigate the applicability and design guidelines for such 3D input. We recruited 14 participants (13 males, 1 female) with a mean age of 28. All participants had previous experience with smartphones over 3 years
and one of them was left-handed. Participants were seated
at the table throughout the study due to the duration of the
evaluation. Users performed following tasks with TMotion.

Participants were asked to navigate with the prototype
above the device vertically regardless of horizontal direction and control given UI displaying user’s cursor position
as texts (Figure 7c). We asked users to select the randomly
called layers with their elbows resting on the table. The qualifying criteria was to reach the called layer and stay reliably in it for 2 seconds. We set a height limit as 100mm
above the screen and tested with 6 different layer thicknesses (50, 25, 20, 10, 5, and 2mm). Participants performed
20 trials on all 6 layer configurations. Additionally, we selected 20mm and 5mm as two representatives to perform
elaborated studies (additional 80 trials for each).

Task1: Tracking accuracy during physical measurement

In Task 1, we evaluated the tracking accuracy when users interact with the physical object above the device. We conducted the task in a physical measurement scenario and that
allows us to quantitatively analyze the performance of using
TMotion. Participants were asked to perform length measurement on a provided object (Figure 7a) constructed with four
skewed overhangs of different lengths (30mm and 50mm) and
orientations (20 , 35 , 50 , and 75 ). Participants were allowed to freely pose the object within the designated interaction space (80mm(W) x 120mm(H) x 100mm(D)) above the
screen. Using capacitive sensing on the stylus body, users
selected the start and end points along the overhang to complete one measurement (Figure 7b). Each measurement was
repeated 5 times for a total of 40 trials for each user.

As shown in Figure 8 (Left), the users achieve accuracy in excess of 98% with layer thickness of 20mm or
greater. However, the accuracy drops with smaller layer
thicknesses (<20mm) which is consistent with aforementioned finger point study [28]. Figure 8 (Right) shows the
selection accuracy at different heights with 20mm and 5mm
layer thickness. For the layers of 20mm thickness, the accuracy drops smoothly with increasing targeting height while

Table 1 shows average errors of measuring the given object
using TMotion. The mean error for 50mm measurement
is 1.67mm and 30mm measurement is 1.54mm. The error
slightly increases for longer and steeper blocks due to the performance degradation at greater distance. Mean errors from
participants show better accuracy than that of our tracking
accuracy experiment (u = 4.55mm). This is mainly due to
the fact that participant’s natural habit to hold an object near
the mobile device (0⇠50mm). Furthermore, this observation

Figure 8. Left: Targeting accuracy with different layer thickness.
Right: Targeting accuracy of 20mm and 5mm layer thickness at different heights above the mobile device
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Figure 11. TMotion is aligned with virtual model in the augmented
scene (Left). The system enables manipulating virtual blocks with respect to the physical object (Right).

Figure 9. 3D position tracking guided by tap gesture enables physical
measurements of length (Left) and angle (Right) above the device.

maintaining overall 98% accuracy. This is due to the degradation of system performance with larger distance from the
magnetometer. With a 5mm layer thickness, however, we observe random pattern in accuracy drop. This is supported by
comments from users where they report ergonomic issues like
fatigues for precise control. In this task, it does not meet the
perspective of Fitts’ law since the system does not provide a
uniform performance along different heights. With this result,
we validate TMotion can serve as an alternative for finger input in above-device mid-air interaction space. Furthermore,
this rationalizes employing the embodied mid-air input with
TMotion as a promising discrete interaction metaphor.

contents within the augmented scene using continuous and
discrete interactions respectively.
Above Device Interaction

Spatial tangible measurements: With a spatial tracking above the device, application designers are encouraged
to utilize the mid-air interaction space. As described in
SPATA [29], the measurement is one of a key element for
fabrication-aware context, especially for designers. Here, we
develop an application which measures dimensions of real
objects. First, users take picture of the target object. Then,
users pre-annotate the measurements that will be taken. Subsequently, users place the stylus tip on the interesting points
and tap pen body to complete the measurements. For length
and angle measurements, 2-points and 3-points selection are
required respectively. Upon completing the physical measurement, results will be displayed on the pre-selected annotation label (Figure 9). This illustrates TMotion’s capability
to achieve the user-guided spatial tracking above the device.

EXAMPLE APPLICATIONS

To demonstrate the usage scenarios of our technique in
around device interactions, we develop four applications. Enabled by the occlusion free 3D position tracking with TMotion, we are capable of expanding the interaction space to
both above and behind device. On the other hand, TMotion
delivers a wide range of interaction types such as hovering,
tracing, and pointing. We categorize the provided interactions
into continuous spatial tracking and discrete spatial zoning.
We consider the spatial tracking as a continuous relationship
tailored to the user intents expressed by natural motions. We
characterize the spatial zoning as a dissection of physical volume around the mobile device or the real object into several
zones to embed discrete information.

Multi-level menu interface: Previously, single menu control
using around device interaction has been demonstrated based
on 2D tracking [15, 19]. Using 3D position information offered by TMotion, we implement richer interactions through
3D spatial zones formed around the mobile device. We constructed a drawing application embedded with a mid-air controlled multi-level menu interface. While hovering around
the displayed icons, user pops up a first-level menu. Then,
the user moves along the z-axis to hover the option list and
taps to confirm selection. This showcases richer interactions
using discrete spatial zones around the mobile device.

In above device interaction space, we demonstrate the spatial
tracking feature with an example that associates user movement with the measurement of object’s dimensions. The
multi-level menu interface shows how we use above device
spatial zones to embed discrete information. For behind device, we leverage the back camera on the smartphone, and
construct applications in AR environment. Through this set
up, we show direct manipulation and registration of digital

Behind Device Interaction

In our AR applications, we use VuforiaTM SDK for tracking in physical environment. In both demos, pre-built LEGO

Figure 10. TMotion enables a mid-air multi-level menu control offering
(A) hovering around the device to open option lists and (B) depth control
and tapping for option selection (C) in a drawing application.

Figure 12. TMotion interacts with the spatially embedded digital contents around the real objects such as discovering hidden virtual character (Left) and playing sounds for different characters (Right).
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blocks are used as world frame reference. The natural feature points of the LEGO blocks are first captured and stored
for object tracking and recognition purpose. Furthermore, we
align the physical pen tip with corresponding virtual contents
within an augmented scene.

device. We presume users prefer the near-surface interaction
in order to maintain the visibility of the mobile screen. This
implies that the 3D mobile input offered by TMotion has a
potential to provide spatial inputs for tangible interaction.
Real-time Registration in Augmented Scene: Registration of
the virtual contents to the physical input device in the augmented scene is particularly important to seamlessly connect
virtual and physical worlds. In this work, we successfully
register the virtual and the physical pen tips by translating
the tracked pen tip from the magnetometer’s frame to camera frame and scaling the interaction volume to fit into the
video scene. Furthermore, we use the camera’s pose estimation to superimpose the virtual contents to the physical environment. Through examples, we successfully showcase using
the physical 3D input device freely manipulates virtual contents in AR environment. This implies that TMotion could
potentially serve as an interaction medium to support upcoming mobile AR interface.

In-situ building blocks: The early tangible AR manipluation
which is based on monocular vision tracking suffers from occlusion and bulky size of the marker [32]. On the other hand,
TMotion enables a low profile 3D input device in mobile AR
application by providing full 3D tracking capability. Here,
we apply TMotion to manipulate the virtual contents directly.
Users place and drop virtual models onto the existing LEGO
construction within the augmented scene. The virtual creations are superimposed onto the designated locations. Then,
users conduct visual inspections from different points of view
by moving the mobile device. This example showcases the
use of continuous interactions behind the device.
Digital contents overlay: The mobile AR setup also suffers from the limited alternatives to interact with the physical environment. Vuforia SDK provides a virtual button solution which is triggered by blocking the line-of-sight view.
Such solution requires users to block the printed buttons on
a marker sheet to trigger them. However, 3D tracking using
TMotion allows us utilizing the discrete spatial zoning feature. We successfully embed the virtual contents including
sounds and virtual characters into the dissected space around
the physical LEGO blocks. To access the contents, user can
hover or tap in the specific regions in the physical world. This
demonstrates TMotion’s capability of providing discrete interactions behind the device.

There are several limitations to the current version of TMotion. First, our approach requires subsequent maintenance of
the device’s orientation after an initial calibration. We plan
to solve this issue with orientation estimation using either extended Kalman filter or magnetic dip angle detection where
both methods work even under magnetic perturbation [30].
The interaction volume is still limited under 100mm above
and behind the device. Simply increasing the strength of
the magnet does not enlarge the interaction space proportionally. We tested our prototype with a stronger magnet ( = 6mm, 15T), but it created a large saturation near
the sensor due to the strong magnetic field and lost the dipole
characteristics from the length of the magnet. However, this
would be remedied by using upcoming magnetometers that
have higher magnetic field sensing resolution and range.

DISCUSSION

In this work, we show that TMotion achieves a real-time 3D
position tracking with a deeper understanding of user intents
in 3D mobile space. Our work represents human’s natural
motion with physical input device as an embedded 3D interaction. Demonstrated applications show a potential to offer
new interaction metaphors which cannot be provided by previous 2D tracking or gesture based discrete inputs. Here, we
discuss design implications, limitations and future work.

Future work will include further expansion of applications
into both AR and VR fields. We are in process of enhancing
the prototype to be compatible with different size of mobile
devices including tablet and smartwatch. Extensive user studies with real applications using proposed technique are also
within our interest. These works will explore how users perform and perceive 3D mobile input for upcoming interfaces.

Coarse Interaction Strata for Discrete Input: We observe that
the performance of targeting in the mid-air using a physical input device becomes worse under 20mm layer thickness.
Multiple factors other than the system performance comes
into play such as fatigue from the users during the mid-air
interaction. This implies that even if the system supports better accuracy, the users still have limited discrete controllability above the device. Aligned with previous study [28], our
finding also suggests to use coarse interaction strata for above
device interaction with 3D mobile input to provide an acceptable discrete input controllability.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present TMotion, an embedded 3D mobile
input using magnetic sensing technique. With the known orientations from 9DOF-IMU, we explicitly solve the position
of the embedded magnet through numerical solver. In our experiments, we have shown that TMotion achieves a real-time
and accurate 3D tracking with an existing mobile device. We
also verify that TMotion maintains tracking and targeting accuracy with real users. Example applications showcase the
continuous/discrete interactions in expanded spaces. As 3D
mobile interfaces develop, the needs for better method to handle and exploit richer user inputs also increase. We demonstrate that TMotion potentially fulfills these requirements by
presenting a real-time 3D mobile input.

3D Mobile Input as Spatial Tangible Interaction: For spatial tangible interaction, the tracking accuracy during physical interaction decides the overall performance. From our
task evaluation with users, we noticed that the tracking accuracy with the physical object improved from experimental results due to the user’s tendency of interacting near the mobile
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11. Xinying Han, Hiroaki Seki, Yoshitsugu Kamiya, and
Masatoshi Hikizu. 2009. Wearable handwriting input
device using magnetic field: Geomagnetism cancellation
in position calculation. Precision engineering 33, 1
(2009), 37–43.
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